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Machinery Replacement Strategies with Supporting Software [John Deere] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This is designed to bring together two important aspects of a machinery replacement
decision.

Context[ edit ] It is generally used to achieve improvements in fields such as the establishment of safe
minimum levels of maintenance, changes to operating procedures and strategies and the establishment of
capital maintenance regimes and plans. Successful implementation of RCM will lead to increase in cost
effectiveness, machine uptime, and a greater understanding of the level of risk that the organization is
managing. The late John Moubray, in his book RCM2 characterized reliability-centered maintenance as a
process to establish the safe minimum levels of maintenance. This description echoed statements in the
Nowlan and Heap report from United Airlines. This starts with the seven questions below, worked through in
the order that they are listed: What is the item supposed to do and its associated performance standards? In
what ways can it fail to provide the required functions? What are the events that cause each failure? What
happens when each failure occurs? In what way does each failure matter? What systematic task can be
performed proactively to prevent, or to diminish to a satisfactory degree, the consequences of the failure?
What must be done if a suitable preventive task cannot be found? Reliability centered maintenance is an
engineering framework that enables the definition of a complete maintenance regimen. It regards maintenance
as the means to maintain the functions a user may require of machinery in a defined operating context. As a
discipline it enables machinery stakeholders to monitor, assess, predict and generally understand the working
of their physical assets. The second part of the analysis is to apply the "RCM logic", which helps determine
the appropriate maintenance tasks for the identified failure modes in the FMECA. Once the logic is complete
for all elements in the FMECA, the resulting list of maintenance is "packaged", so that the periodicities of the
tasks are rationalised to be called up in work packages; it is important not to destroy the applicability of
maintenance in this phase. Lastly, RCM is kept live throughout the "in-service" life of machinery, where the
effectiveness of the maintenance is kept under constant review and adjusted in light of the experience gained.
RCM can be used to create a cost-effective maintenance strategy to address dominant causes of equipment
failure. It is a systematic approach to defining a routine maintenance program composed of cost-effective tasks
that preserve important functions. The important functions of a piece of equipment to preserve with routine
maintenance are identified, their dominant failure modes and causes determined and the consequences of
failure ascertained. Levels of criticality are assigned to the consequences of failure. Some functions are not
critical and are left to "run to failure" while other functions must be preserved at all cost. Maintenance tasks
are selected that address the dominant failure causes. This process directly addresses maintenance preventable
failures. Failures caused by unlikely events, non-predictable acts of nature, etc. When the risk of such failures
is very high, RCM encourages and sometimes mandates the user to consider changing something which will
reduce the risk to a tolerable level. The result is a maintenance program that focuses scarce economic
resources on those items that would cause the most disruption if they were to fail. RCM emphasizes the use of
predictive maintenance PdM techniques in addition to traditional preventive measures. Background[ edit ] The
term "reliability-centered maintenance" was first used in public papers [2] authored by Tom Matteson ,
Stanley Nowlan , Howard Heap , and other senior executives and engineers at United Airlines UAL to
describe a process used to determine the optimum maintenance requirements for aircraft. Having left United
Airlines to pursue a consulting career a few months before the publication of the final Nowlan-Heap report,
Matteson received no authorial credit for the work. However, his contributions were substantial and perhaps
indispensable to the document as a whole. They brought RCM concepts to the attention of a wider audience.
In the early s, with FAA approval the airlines began to conduct a series of intensive engineering studies on
in-service aircraft. The studies proved that the fundamental assumption of design engineers and maintenance
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plannersâ€”that every airplane and every major component in the airplane such as its engines had a specific
"lifetime" of reliable service, after which it had to be replaced or overhauled in order to prevent failuresâ€”was
wrong in nearly every specific example in a complex modern jet airliner. This was one of many astounding
discoveries that have revolutionized the managerial discipline of physical asset management and have been at
the base of many developments since this seminal work was published. Among some of the paradigm shifts
inspired by RCM were: This sets out the minimum criteria for what is, and for what is not, able to be defined
as RCM. The standard is a watershed event in the ongoing evolution of the discipline of physical asset
management. Prior to the development of the standard many processes were labeled as RCM even though they
were not true to the intentions and the principles in the original report that defined the term publicly. Today
companies can use this standard to ensure that the processes, services and software they purchase and
implement conforms with what is defined as RCM, ensuring the best possibility of achieving the many
benefits attributable to rigorous application of RCM. Modern RCM gives threats to the environment a separate
classification, though most forms manage them in the same way as threats to safety. RCM offers five principal
options among the risk management strategies: Predictive maintenance tasks, Preventive Restoration or
Preventive Replacement maintenance tasks, Detective maintenance tasks, Run-to-Failure, and One-time
changes to the "system" changes to hardware design, to operations, or to other things. RCM also offers
specific criteria to use when selecting a risk management strategy for a system that presents a specific risk
when it fails. Some are technical in nature can the proposed task detect the condition it needs to detect? Others
are goal-oriented is it reasonably likely that the proposed task-and-task-frequency will reduce the risk to a
tolerable level? The criteria are often presented in the form of a decision-logic diagram, though this is not
intrinsic to the nature of the process. Starting in the late s, an independent initiative led by John Moubray
corrected some early flaws in the process, and adapted it for use in the wider industry. John was also
responsible for popularizing the method and for introducing it to much of the industrial community outside of
the Aviation industry. Increased economic pressures and competition, tied with advances in lean thinking and
efficiency methods meant that companies often struggled to find the people required to carry out an RCM
initiative. At this point in time many methods sprung up that took an approach of reducing the rigour of the
RCM approach. The result was the propagation of many methods that called themselves RCM, yet had little in
common with the original concepts. In some cases these were misleading and inefficient, while in other cases
they were even dangerous. Since each initiative is sponsored by one or more consulting firms eager to help
clients use it, there is still considerable disagreement about their relative dangers or merits. Also there is a
tendency for consulting firms to promote a software package as an alternative methodology in place of the
knowledge required to perform analyses. Although a voluntary standard, it provides a reference for companies
looking to implement RCM to ensure they are getting a process, software package or service that is in line
with the original report. Some people blamed the new cost-conscious maintenance culture for some of the
Incidents at Disneyland Resort that occurred in the following years.
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current support equipment maintenance and replacement processes to prevent excess work or one focusing on
machine health mining and the other on predicting assembly.

Archived from the original on Technology Innovation Management Review. Archived from the original on
March 30, Retrieved December 30, The community was predictably upset. They wanted to save the game by
getting Activision to open the source so it could be kept alive beyond the point where Activision lost interest.
Archived from the original on October 12, Retrieved November 24, With the release of Homeworld 2 for the
PC, Relic Entertainment has decided to give back to their impressive fan community by releasing the source
code to the original Homeworld. Archived from the original on December 10, Retrieved July 22, Archived
from the original on March 26, Retrieved January 10, This event marked a historical milestone for the
Internet as Netscape became the first major commercial software company to open its source code, a trend that
has since been followed by several other corporations. Since the code was first published on the Internet,
thousands of individuals and organizations have downloaded it and made hundreds of contributions to the
software. Archived from the original on October 16, PST this morning with the release of much of the source
code for the upcoming 6. According to Sun, this release of 9 million lines of code under GPL is the beginning
of the largest open source software project ever. Win 98 Service Pack 2. End of Life treatment of second
generation mobile phone networks:
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The decision to repair or replace equipment should be based on minimizing the total cost of the equipment to the
business over its remaining lifetime. There are a number of factors to take into consideration when deciding whether to
repair or replace equipment, which we've broken down below.

Companies who recognize the value of a cost-effective approach to maintenance usually start with a
maintenance strategy that involves inputting maintenance management data into a homemade maintenance
spreadsheet. A maintenance spreadsheet lets you log work orders, document upcoming maintenance cycles
and use filters to manipulate the data and produce nice lists of work completed, however, maintenance
managers and technicians must rely on other systems like email, phone, pagers, documents, calendars, offline
trackers, schematics, manuals, or even post-it notes. While adding more value than a paper-based solution, this
approach has obvious limitations. You can digitize and streamline your maintenance operations by
consolidating personnel, documents, assets, data, work logs and inventory in one location. Feeding all
maintenance information directly into a CMMS solution facilitates the automatic manipulation of data to
enable operational, technical, and economical analysis such as repair versus replace. It also generates graphical
reporting to provide evidence of effective maintenance. Centralized database The CMMS system offers a
one-stop database of all equipment information, documents, manuals, schematics and images and materials.
No need for your technicians to carry around bulky schematics, manuals or input this data into a maintenance
spreadsheet. Work orders are documented electronically as you go, which makes auditing a breeze. KPIs are
used in evaluating the effectiveness of the current operations, for making organizational and personnel
decisions, and for determining the repair or replacement of assets. Built-in reports enable you to refine
maintenance processes and improve asset availability; improving your bottom line. Access anywhere
Typically, the maintenance spreadsheet will reside on a personal drive with limited access behind a corporate
firewall. In a cloud-based CMMS, the data is stored on a remote server and can be accessed from anywhere
over the Internet. Supply chain management A CMMS will automatically track parts inventory, manage
suppliers and vendors effortlessly, and help you keep inventory costs optimized. When parts are consumed
during work orders, the CMMS depletes stock levels in real time. No need to go back to the desk and update
those stock cards. If stock falls below minimum levels, the system will notify the required users or suppliers to
start the re-ordering process. Stock outs can be a thing of the past! Centralize your efforts Fiix assists the
facilities maintenance manager with work reception, planning, control, forecasting, performance, evaluation,
and reporting in one system. Managers can see which assets are offline, who is working on what and what still
needs to be done. Communication Work requests submitted into the system can be routed to the correct people
instantly. Technicians receive notifications automatically so they know what work is due. Conclusion The
purpose of implementing a maintenance strategy is to minimize costs associated with downtime, stocking
parts, and management reporting time. The choice is simple â€” spend months building a cumbersome and
inadequate maintenance spreadsheet that takes a week to open with its complex macros and triggers, or select
a simple to use, cloud-based CMMS. Why reinvent the wheel? Many CMMS systems can be customized to
suit your maintenance processes, no matter what size your organization. A CMMS can be effectively deployed
by any business in any market sector for efficient asset management. Empower your maintenance team
Leverage the cloud to work together, better in the new connected age of maintenance and asset management.
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For example, If existing software scores 65 percent, the upgraded version 75 percent and the best replacement 85
percent, you have a good case for replacing the existing software.

In some cases, buying new equipment may not be the best option; it may be wiser to lease or rent, or to avoid
acquiring machinery entirely. The right equipment can improve your processes, productivity, capacity to
innovate and bottom line. But to get those results from a major capital investment, you need an investment
plan that addresses both your short- and long-term needs. Assess your business reality It is important to
understand your objectives. Are you looking to increase productivity? Will this new equipment make you
more successful in the marketplace? Will it help you stay ahead of your competitors? Can you upgrade instead
of buying new equipment and still get better performance? Be sure you have answers to these questions before
you buy. Avoid being influenced by aggressive marketing campaigns that make unrealistic claims. Get an
external point of view Depending on the scale of your investment, it may be worth working with an external
consultant who can ensure you make the most of your purchase by helping you assess your needs. The most
common practice is to do a cost-benefit analysis, which helps you justify your purchase and determine the pros
and cons. The premise is that more efficient equipment will give you better results. Innovation is really about
responding to change in a creative way; one way to do this is by acquiring equipment or technology that helps
you improve your efficiency. Your new equipment might help you streamline your operations and create
better products and services that appeal to a niche market, for instance, or it might help your research and
development efforts or by improving customer service. Look at your business as a whole Rather than making
isolated purchases, look at the overall needs of your operations. Short-term purchases without long-term plans
are costly and may not yield the best results. An external consultant can conduct a review of operational
processes to help you fully understand the way your business works. Creating such a plan helps you focus on
improving one area of your business at a time, rather than tackling an entire process. Ultimately, you could
improve turnaround time, efficiency or other aspects of your business. A consultant can also help you
anticipate human resources issues arising from new equipment. For instance, if new machines make some jobs
redundant, will you be able to move affected employees to other positions in your company? Will you face
increased costs for severance pay or retraining? Do collective agreements affect your ability to reassign
workers? Another question worth asking is whether the equipment you are replacing could be used somewhere
else within the company. Often, for example, less powerful computers can be reused in departments that do
not require high-performance machines. Likewise, in the area of electronic data processing, the newest
technology is not necessarily the best. To avoid useless setbacks, businesses often purchase the second or third
version of a new software package, after the first buyers have discovered the bugs. Ask yourself carefully
whether the new features offered by more technologically advanced equipment are really of use to you. Shop
around for suppliers The Internet gives you access to a wide range of specialized equipment companies, so
take the time to browse. Check out newsletters targeting specific industries, and attend trade shows where you
can get some hands-on time with equipment. You can also contact industry associations for more information.
You want to avoid the productivity drop that occurs when employees take too much time to adapt to new
technology or processes. If the equipment is new or has new features, you can assume employees will face a
learning curve. Know your financing options.
Chapter 5 : Machinery and Equipment
Books by Wendell Bowers, Machinery management, Modern concepts of farm machinery management, Engineering
applications in agriculture, Machinery Replacement Strategies, Machinery Replacement Strategies (Farm Business
Management), Machinery Replacement Strategies Software, Machinery Management (Farm Business Management).
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MSC Software is helping hundreds of machinery manufacturers to make the transition with CAE tools and supporting
services that ensure quick deployment and rapid return on investment. Machinery manufacturing companies worldwide
are finding ways to differentiate from others in terms of value, functional performance and durability.

Chapter 7 : HDR Software | Machinery HDR Effects. Download HDR Program.
1 Software Maintenance Management Strategies: Observations from the Field George Stark, MITRE Paul Oman, Univ
of Idaho Abstract There is much literature describing software maintenance process models, but few.

Chapter 8 : Software Provided by Citizen Machinery UK
Software Updates. Certain Harbor Freight products feature software that may be updated as needed. To get the latest
software upgrade for your product, visit the respective product page on the Harbor Freight website and click the
"Software Update" tab.

Chapter 9 : Machinery - Mastercam X5 CADCAM software cutting strategies
There are multiple strategies which use Machine Learning to optimize algorithms, including linear regressions, neural
networks, deep learning, support vector machines, and naive Bayes, to name a few. And well-known funds such as
Citadel, Renaissance Technologies, Bridgewater Associates and Two Sigma Investments are pursuing Machine
Learning.
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